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FEBRUARY 2020 HIGHLIGHTS

This semester we have had an had the opportunity to recruit 12 amazing

gentlemen who will be pinned on March 1st, 2020. These gentlemen include

Brian Lacy, Dru Adair, Grant Kowalski, Hunter Haese, Jack Rafter, Jadon

Beister, Jonah Schreiner, Justin Kies, Nate Weibel,  Noah Brodersen, Owen

Finn, and Tyler Knake. A big thank you needs to go out to our recruitment

charimen Nolan Speicher and Jayden Brammier, both of these gentlemen

have put in plenty of time and effort into finding an amazing group of

gentlemen to enter into the Brotherhood of a Lifetime.

The men of Delta Chi on February 15th went to the Ronald McDonald House,

our local philanthropy, and helped serve meals to the families at RMH. The

men of Delta Chi helped prep, cook, and serve the families meals. Not only

were initiated members present but a few associate members took time out

of their day to donate time as well. There will be more events with RMH in the

future.

On February 20 we had our first exchange of the year. We hosted an

exchange with Sigma Kappa at Baxter Arena where our brothers ice skated

witht the women of Sigma Kappa. This was followed by dinner where out

brothers were better able to connect with the women of Sigma Kappa. There

are already plans to host another exchange with Sigam Kappa in the future.

Written by Michael Slobodnik
Alumni Relations



Recently, a new Delta Chi colony has been established at Creighton and on

February 23rd many of our members were given the opportunity to help pin

the founding father class at Creigthon. As it stands now Creighton was able

to have 29 founding fathers pinned, and UNO Delta Chi looks forward to

assisting these men in establishing their colony.

Dear comrades let our

voices mingle, In

strains that set our

hearts a glow, In

songs that set our

hearts a tingle, The

merry songs of long

ago. And if you ask me

for the dearest, Ill bid

you raise your voices

high, And sing what to

your heart nearest,

The praise of dear old

Delta Chi.

The Delta Chi Bond

Song


